Let r A (T ) denote the A-spectral radius of an operator T which is bounded with respect to the seminorm induced by a positive operator A on a complex Hilbert space H. In this paper, we aim to establish some Aspectral radius inequalities for products, sums and commutators of A-bounded operators. Moreover, under suitable conditions on T and A we show that
Introduction and Preliminaries
Let B(H, K) denote the space of all bounded linear operators from a complex Hilbert space (H, · | · ) into a Hilbert space K. We stand B(H) for B(H, K) with H = K as a C * -algebra with the operator norm · and the unit I. If H = C d , we identify B(C d ) with the matrix algebra M d (C) of d × d complex matrices. In all that follows, by an operator we mean a bounded linear operator. The range and the null space of an operator T are denoted by R(T ) and N (T ), respectively. Also, T * will be denoted to be the adjoint of T .
An operator T is called positive if T x | x ≥ 0 for all x ∈ H, and we then write T ≥ 0. The cone of all positive operators will be denoted by B(H) + .
Throughout this article, we shall assume that A ∈ B(H) is a positive operator. Such an A induces the following positive semi-definite sesquilinear form:
Notice that the induced seminorm is given by x A = x | x 1/2 A = A 1/2 x , for every x ∈ H. Here, A 1/2 is denoted to be the square root of A. This makes H into a semi-Hilbertian space. One can check that · A is a norm on H if and only if A is injective, and that (H, · A ) is complete if and only if R(A) is closed.
The following celebrated assertion is known as the Douglas theorem or Douglas majorization theorem. The set of all operators which admit A 1/2 -adjoints is denoted by B A 1/2 (H). By applying Theorem 1.1, it can observed that
(1.1)
Operators in B A 1/2 (H) are called A-bounded. Note that B A (H) is a subalgebra of B(H) which is neither closed nor dense in B(H) (see [3] ). Further, clearly · | · A induces the following seminorm on B A 1/2 (H):
In addition, it was shown in [15] that for T ∈ B A 1/2 (H) we have:
We would like to mention that the inclusion B A 1/2 (H) ⊆ B(H) is in general strict as it is shown in the following example.
and A be the diagonal operator on ℓ 2 N * (C) defined as Ae n = en n! for all n ∈ N * , where (e n ) n∈N * is denoted to be the canonical basis of ℓ 2 N * (C). Let also T ℓ be the backward shift operator on ℓ 2 N * (C) (that is T ℓ e 1 = 0 and T ℓ e n = e n−1 for all n ≥ 2). It can observed that e n A = 1 √ n! for all n ∈ N * and T ℓ e n A = 1 √ (n−1)!
=
√ n e n A for n ≥ 2. Hence, we infer that T ℓ A = +∞ and T ℓ ∈ B(ℓ 2 N * (C)) \ B A 1/2 (ℓ 2 N * (C)). Before we move on, let us emphasize the following two facts. If
Moreover for every T, S ∈ B A 1/2 (H), we have
Recently, the present author introduced in [16] the concept of the A-spectral radius of A-bounded operators. Henceforth, A is implicitly understood as a positive operator. His definition reads as follows: for T ∈ B A 1/2 (H) we have
Notice that the second equality in (1.6) is also proved in [16] . If A = I, we get the well-known spectral radius formula of an operator denoted simply by r(T ).
The study of the spectral radius of Hilbert space operators received considerable attention in the last decades. The reader may consult [17, 1, 9, 14, 6] and the references therein.
In the next proposition we collect some properties of the A-spectral radius.
Then the following assertions hold:
It should be emphasized that r A (·) satisfies the commutativity property, which asserts that [16] ).
Recently, the A-numerical range of T ∈ B(H) is introduced by H. Baklouti et al. in [7] as W A (T ) = T x | x A : x ∈ H, x A = 1 . This new concept is a nonempty convex subset of C which is not necessarily closed. Moreover its supremum modulus is called the A-numerical radius of T and it is given by
Notice that it may happen that ω A (T ) = +∞ for some T ∈ B(H). Indeed, one can consider the following operators A = 1 0 0 0 ∈ M 2 (C) + and T = 0 1 1 0 ∈ M 2 (C). However, ω A (T ) < +∞ for every A-bounded operator T . More precisely, for all T ∈ B A 1/2 (H) we have
On the other hand, the present author proved in [16] that for every
(1.9) Now, we mention that neither the existence nor the uniqueness of an A-adjoint operator is guaranteed. The set of all operators which admit A-adjoints is denoted by B A (H). By applying Theorem 1.1 we see that
Like B A 1/2 (H), the subspace B A (H) is a subalgebra of B(H) which is neither closed nor dense in B(H). In addition, we have B A (H) ⊆ B A 1/2 (H)) (see [5, Proposition 1.2.] ).
Let T ∈ B A (H). The Douglas solution of the equation AX = T * A is a distinguished A-adjoint operator of T , which is denoted by T ♯ A . Note that,
For proofs and more facts about this class of operators, the reader is invited to consult [3, 4, 7, 8] and their references.
Recently, many results covering some classes of operators on a complex Hilbert space H, · | · are extended to H, · | · A (see, e.g., [19, 7, 8, 20, 18] ).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is meant to establish several results governing r A (·). Some of the obtained results will be a natural generalization of the well-known case A = I and extend the works of F. Kittaneh et al. [17, 1, 9, 14] .
In section 3 we consider the power series f (z) = ∞ n=0 c n z n with complex coefficients and f c (z) := ∞ n=0 |c n | z n . Obviously, f and f c have the same radius of convergence and if c n ≥ 0, for all n ∈ N * , then f c = f . The main target of this section in to establish, under some conditions on A and T , a relation between
The obtained results cover the work of S. S. Dragomir [14] .
A-spectral radius inequalities
In this section, we will prove several inequalities related to r A (T ) when T is an A-bounded operator. In all what follows, we consider the Hilbert space
H equipped with the following inner-product:
for all x = (x 1 , · · · , x d ) ∈ H and y = (y 1 , · · · , y d ) ∈ H. Let A be a d × d operator diagonal matrix with diagonal entries are the positive operator A, i.e.
Clearly, A ∈ B(H) + . So, the semi-inner product induced by A is given by
for all x = (x 1 , · · · , x d ) ∈ H and y = (y 1 , · · · , y d ) ∈ H.
In order to prove our first main result in this section, we need the following lemma.
It can be seen that
for all x ∈ H and i, j ∈ {1, · · · d}. So, by using (2.3) and the Cauchy-Shwarz inequality we get
where λ := d max k,j λ kj . Hence, by (1.1), we infer that T ∈ B A 1/2 (H). So, by using (1.2), we have
In order to prove (2.1), it suffices to show that
By using (1.4) and (2.2), one can see that
Hence, (2.4) is proved and thus the proof is complete. Now, we are in a position to prove our first main result in this section.
Proof. Notice, in general, that for operators T = (T ij ) d×d and S = (S ij ) d×d such that T ij ∈ B A 1/2 (H) for all i, j and S ij ∈ B A 1/2 (H) for all i, j respectively, we have
Indeed, we have
for all k, j. Therefore, by the norm monotonicity of matrices with nonnegative entries, we see that
This shows (2.6) since T A S A ≤ T A S A . Now, by using (2.1) together with (2.6) and an induction argument, we get
for all n ∈ N * . Thus, by using (1.6) we obtain
Therefore, we get (2.5) as desired.
Our second result in this section reads as follows.
Proof. Notice first that, in general, for 
Notice first that since U is an A-unitary operator, then
This implies, by using (1.2), that
Now, we will prove that T U A = T A . Clearly, we have
So, by (2.10) we get T A ≤ T U A . Consequently, we have
(2.11) Therefore, by letting S = U in Corollary 2.1 and then using (2.10) together with (2.11) we see that
A . This leads to the desired inequality since U A = 1.
In order to prove our next result, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let T, S ∈ B A 1/2 (H) and A =
A 0 0 A . Then, the following assertions hold:
Proof. (1) It can observed that
Moreover, for every (x, y) ∈ H ⊕ H we have
. This implies, by using (1.2), that
Let (x, 0) ∈ H ⊕ H be such that x A = 1. Then
So, by taking the supremum over all x ∈ H with x A = 1, we get
Similarly, if we take (0, y) ∈ H ⊕ H with y A = 1, we get
Hence,
for all n ∈ N * . Hence, the proof of the first assertion is finished by using (1.6).
(2) By using the first assertion and Proposition 1.1 we see that
However, by (1.7) we have r A (T S) = r A (ST ). Therefore, the proof is complete. Now, we state the following theorem. and 
Moreover, this inequality refines (2.7).
Proof. Let A =
A 0 0 A . By proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and using (1.9) we get
So, by applying Lemma 2.3 we obtain
On the other hand, it can be observed that for every positive real numbers α and β we have
If S 1 T 2 A = 0 or S 2 T 1 A = 0, then the required inequality holds trivially. Assume that S 1 T 2 A = 0 and S 2 T 1 A = 0. By replacing T 1 and S 1 by εT 1 and 1 ε S 1 in the last inequality respectively, and then taking the infimum over ε > 0 and using (2.16) we get the desired inequality. Now, in order to see that the obtained inequality refines (2.7), we let
It is not difficult to observe that
Since ω A (X) ≤ X A for all X ∈ B A 1/2 (H), then it follows from the norm monotonicity of matrices with nonnegative entries that a 2 ≤ a 1 .
where µ(T, S) = min{ T S A , ST A }.
Proof. By letting T 1 = T , S 2 = S and T 2 = S 1 = I in Theorem 2.4 we get
This implies, by symmetry, that 
Proof. By letting T 1 = T 2 , S 1 = S, T 2 = T S 2 and S 2 = I in Theorem 2.4 we obtain
This in turn implies, by symmetry, that
Therefore, the desired inequality follows immediately from the above two inequalities.
Corollary 2.5. Let T, S ∈ B A 1/2 (H). Then, we have
(2.20)
Proof. The following proposition is also an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4.
Proof. By letting T 1 = I, T 2 = S, S 1 = T S and S 2 = ±T in Theorem 2.4 we get
On the other hand, similarly by letting T 1 = T S, T 2 = S, S 1 = I and S 2 = ±T in Theorem 2.4 we obtain
So, the inequality (2.21) follows immediately by using (2.23) and (2.24 ). In addition, the inequality (2.22) follows from (2.21) by symmetry.
Corollary 2.6. Let T, S ∈ B A 1/2 (H) be such that T S = ST . Then,
and
Proof. Since T S = ST , then it follows from (2.21) that
On the other hand, by using (1.5) we see that
So, we infer that
A . Hence, by taking into account (2.27), we get (2.25) as required. Moreover, (2.26) follows immediately by using (2.27) together with (1.5). Now, in order to prove our next result which also a consequence of Theorem 2.4 we need to recall from [20] the following lemma.
Then
Our next result is stated as follows.
Proof. Let θ ∈ R. It can be seen that ℜ A (e iθ T S) is an A-self-adjoint operator (that is Aℜ A (e iθ T S) is a self-adjoint operator). So, by [16] we deduce that
On the other hand, we have
By letting T 1 = e iθ T , S 1 = S, T 2 = e −iθ S ♯ A and S 2 = T ♯ A in Theorem 2.4, we get
Now, we turn your attention to establish an estimate for the A-spectral radius of the sum of product of a d-pairs of operators. In order to achieve our goal, we need some prerequisites.
The semi-inner product · | · A induces on the quotient H/N (A) an inner product which is not complete unless R(A) is closed. However, it was shown in [12] that the completion of H/N (A) is isometrically isomorphic to the Hilbert space R(A 1/2 ) := R(A 1/2 ), ·, · R(A 1/2 ) such that
For more information related to the Hilbert space R(A 1/2 ), we refer the reader to [5, 18] and the references therein. The following proposition is taken from [5] . 
In addition, for T ∈ B A 1/2 (H), we have
(2.29) (see [5, Proposition 3.9] ). Also, we need the following Lemma.
Now, we are in a position to prove the following upper bound for the Anumerical radius of d × d operator matrices which allows us to establish an estimate for the A-spectral radius of the sum of products of a d-pairs of operators.
Proof. Notice first that since T ij ∈ B A 
This implies, by applying Lemma 2.5 in combination with (2.30) and (2.29), that
as required. Hence, the proof is complete. Now we can state and prove the following result which extends [9, Theorem 2.10.].
Proof. Notice first that, it can be verified that 
for all X ∈ B A 1/2 (H). So, we see that 1.7) ).
Hence, by using (1.9) and Theorem 2.6 we get
Proof. Notice first that, in general, by using (1.6) together with (1.5) it can be checked that
(3.6) Since T n − T ∈ B A 1/2 (H) for all n ∈ N, then an application of (3.1) together with (3.6) gives |r A (T n ) − r A (T )| ≤ r A (T n − T ) ≤ T n − T A , for any n ∈ N. Hence, the property (3.5) follows immediately. Now, we are in a position to state and prove the following result. where f c (z) := ∞ k=0 |c n | z n . Proof. Let T ∈ B A 1/2 (H) and consider the sequence {S n } in B A 1/2 (H) such that S n := n k=0 c k T k for all n ∈ N * . For any p, q ∈ N * with p > q we have
Since T A < R, then k∈N |c k | T k A is convergent. So, it follows from (3.8) that {S n } is a Cauchy sequence in B A 1/2 (H). On the other hand, since A is invertible, then it can checked that (B A 1/2 (H), · A ) is complete. This implies that lim n→∞ S n − f (T ) A = 0.
(3.9)
Let n ∈ N * and consider the operators M k := c k T k for k ∈ {0, · · · , n} . Since f (T ) commutes with M k for all k ∈ {1, · · · , n}, then we deduce that f (T ) S n = S n f (T ). So, since (3.9) holds, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that Since r A (T ) ≤ T A < R, then f c (r A (T )) = ∞ k=0 |c k | [r A (T )] k is convergent. Hence, by letting n → ∞ in (3.11) and then using (3.10), we obtain (3.7) as required.
Example 3.1. Let A be the diagonal positive operator on ℓ 2 N * (C) given by Ae 2n−1 = e 2n−1 and Ae 2n = 2e 2n for all n ≥ 1, where (e n ) n∈N * denotes the canonical basis of ℓ 2 N * (C). Clearly, A is an invertible operator. On the other hand, it is well-known that 1 1 + z = 
